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BECAUSE EVERY HOUSE CAN BE A BEAUTIFUL HOME

art o f display

PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS WARNES

Add a welcoming touch to
any space – even practical
zones such as kitchens –
with open shelving. Here,
a mix of hardworking
items are paired with
pretty pieces for a homey,
warming display. This
month, also find tips
for beautiful baths and
kitchen cabinetry. >

living room

{TRANSFORM}

out in the open

UNDERSTANDING THE ART OF DISPLAY – BE IT ARRANGING
COLLECTIONS, ORGANISING BOOKS OR HANGING ARTWORKS
– IS SIMPLE WHEN YOU KNOW A FEW TRICKS OF THE TRADE
WORDS VERA KLEIN

IT’S THE MIX of personal touches that make a house feel like a home.
Travel mementoes, coffee-table books and ceramics all conjure happy
memories or deliver good-looking vignettes when put together with
finesse. There’s no secret to coming up with a fabulous arrangement
– a little creativity can make all the difference. Take the lead from
professional stylists, who play with displays by adding and removing
items until they’re happy. The key is to enjoy the process!

Lean on me There’s a casual elegance to
a painting, print or photo (such as this snap
by James Geer) propped against a surface.
“I use a bench to display artwork, leaning
it against a wall rather than hanging it, to
create a more dynamic display,” says interior
designer Aimee Tarulli of Archer Interiors.
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You can generate fantastic impact with collections
that are massed together rather than scattered individually around
your home. This array of clocks (above) has transformed a simple living
room wall into an eye-catching statement feature. The same treatment
could easily be applied to other eclectic items, such as antique jelly
moulds, Venetian masks and, of course, plates. Groupings of artworks
and photographs (opposite) also deliver flair when hung thoughtfully.
“The more shapes and sizes, the better,” says Jonathon Lee of The
Hangman, a picture hanging and art consultancy service. “A mix of
landscapes and portraits works best, and small pieces are great to
use as fillers to help create the overall shape.”

“Art doesn’t have to be a print or canvas. Look for interesting
sculptural pieces to create drama” ~ Aimee Tarulli, Archer Interiors

Shelf life Shelves soak up so many books and accessories
that it’s tempting to overfill them. Leave some open areas, mix
in a few objects and arrange books horizontally and vertically.
Aimee likes to introduce height by topping stacks of books with
decorative objects or candles. “Add a small artwork or photos
to make shelves more interesting and personal,” she says. >

table manners

“It’s always good to relate a large piece of art
to the dining table,” says Jonathon Lee of The Hangman. “That means
centring it at the end or middle of the table, and the light if there’s one
hanging above.” Jonathon also believes people have a tendency to hang
art too high. “When you’re sitting at the table, you’re going to be looking
at the artwork, so you don’t want it floating in the air!” he says.

dining & kitchen

Open to view Shelving units provide height, which
adds balance to a space. Eclectic arrangements usually
need some unity of material, use or colour to create
cohesion – silver, glass and white is a classic combination
– while natural materials such as wood, pottery and raw
metal supply a rustic feel, as in this kitchen-dining zone.
“Layer with picture frames, and use artworks and books
for the illusion of depth,” says Robyn Connelly of Papaya. >

Cooking the books
Many cookbook covers
are works of art and worth
showing off. Their weight
means they look great
stacked or lined up in
a wall-mounted rack.
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“Small groupings of items you love and favourite books, plus
candles soften and add interest to a room” ~ Robyn Connelly, Papaya

“Group ceramics in odd numbers, varying the shapes and
heights to create interest” ~ Aimee Tarulli, Archer Interiors

the great divide With kitchen and living rooms continuing
to merge into one, the trend for furniture that subtly delineates the
areas has evolved. Open shelves offer a perfect solution. Organise
books into stacks and rows for visual variety, and to allow the
rooms to peek into each other without being totally closed off.
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bedroom

Bed head “Make sure
artworks over the bed are
just above head height when
sitting up, and 100mm in
from the sides,” says The
Hangman’s Jonathon Lee.
This pair of floral portraits
by James Geer illustrates
his suggestion.

Sweet dreams Whimsical pieces are well suited
to dreamy, romantic bedrooms. Interior designer Aimee
Tarulli likes to incorporate them into unstructured and
relaxed decorating themes. “Don’t worry about bedlinen
being perfectly ironed or cushions out of place,” she
says. “It all adds to the overall feel of the room.”
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“If hanging a pair of artworks, don’t leave too much space between them as they won’t relate to each other” ~ Jonathon Lee, The Hangman

group show

Small objects always look better when grouped
together, particularly when the styling guidelines of odd numbers
and varying heights are kept in mind. “Decorative compositions
made up of collectables show personality and create intrigue,” says
Papaya’s Robyn Connelly. “Displays with vases, votives and trays are
not only beautiful but functional as well. Always consider layering,
depth and colour to draw the eye’s attention.” >
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hall of fame

hallway

A display at the end of a hallway becomes a focal
point and draws the eye, inviting you to explore further. Consider
a changing montage – hooks offer the chance to refresh things
seasonally or when you stop noticing the display, which can happen
over time. Look for items that are suited to the zone – hats and
handbags work beautifully in this situation (left) and feel right in an
entrance area. Also, consider how the display heralds the style of the
rest of your home – a collection of casual straw hats might suit a beach
house, for example. You could also mount a more permanent collection
that appeals, be it vintage sporting goods or framed children’s artworks.

“Mix up colours and textures in decorative displays for
a really eye-catching display” ~ Aimee Tarulli, Archer Interiors

Simple pleasures Wherever there’s a blank space on a coffee
table, console or sideboard, there’s a chance to practise the art of
display. “A simple approach is a great coffee-table book, a decorative
tray and a beautiful candle,” says Aimee Tarulli. “I always like
to add greenery, too – it really makes a space come alive.”
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Floor show Sometimes the
unexpected works the best.
A ladder used as shelving
adds character, as do a steamer
trunk or a stack of suitcases.

